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ABSTRACT: The primary goal of the Western Arctic Linkage Experiment (WALE) was to better understand uncertainties of simulated hydrologic and ecosystem dynamics of the western Arctic in the context of 1) uncertainties in the data available to drive the models and 2) different approaches to simulating regional hydrology and ecosystem dynamics. Analyses of datasets on climate available for driving hydrologic and ecosystem models within the western Arctic during the late twentieth century indicate that there are substantial differences among the mean states of datasets for temperature, precipitation, vapor pressure, and radiation variables. Among the studies that examined temporal trends among the alternative climate datasets, there is not much consensus on trends among the datasets. In contrast, monthly and interannual variations of some variables showed some correlation across the datasets. The application of hydrology models driven by alternative climate drivers revealed that the simulation of regional hydrology was sensitive to precipitation and water vapor differences among the driving datasets and that accurate simulation of regional water balance is limited by biases in the forcing data. Satellite-based analyses for the region indicate that vegetation productivity of the region increased during the last two decades of the twentieth century because of earlier spring thaw, and the temporal variability of vegetation productivity simulated by different models from 1980 to 2000 was generally consistent with estimates based on the satellite record for applications driven with alternative climate datasets. However, the magnitude of the fluxes differed by as much as a factor of 2.5 among applications driven with different climate data, and spatial patterns of temporal trends in carbon dynamics were quite different among simulations. Finally, the study identified that the simulation of fire by ecosystem models is particularly sensitive to alternative climate datasets, with little or no fire simulated for some datasets. The results of WALE identify the importance of conducting retrospective analyses prior to coupling hydrology and ecosystem models with climate system models. For applications of hydrology and
ecosystem models driven by projections of future climate, the authors recommend a coupling strategy in which future changes from climate model simulations are superimposed on the present mean climate of the most reliable datasets of historical climate.
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### 1. Introduction

Global surface air temperature has warmed substantially since the middle of the nineteenth century (Jones and Moberg 2003). This warming has been particularly strong in all latitudinal regions since about 1980 (Alley et al. 2003; Johannessen et al. 2004). Between 1970 and 2000, surface air temperature over terrestrial regions between 50° and 70°N has increased approximately 0.35°C decade⁻¹ (McGuire et al. 2006; Euskirchen et al. 2007). The recent warming in high latitudes is affecting a broad spectrum of physical, ecological, and human/cultural systems in this region (Serreze et al. 2000; Overland et al. 2004; Stow et al. 2004; Chapin et al. 2005a; Chapin et al. 2005b; Hinzman et al. 2005; Euskirchen et al. 2006; Serreze and Francis 2006). Some of these changes may be irreversible on century time scales (e.g., sea ice, soil carbon, and thermohaline circulation), and have the potential to cause rapid changes in the Earth system by substantially influencing global water and energy balance (Curry et al. 1996; Chapin et al. 2000; McGuire and Chapin 2006; McGuire et al. 2003; McGuire et al. 2004; McGuire et al. 2006; McGuire et al. 2007).

Responses of high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems to global change have the potential to affect the Earth system through changes in 1) water and energy exchange with the atmosphere, 2) the exchange of radiatively active gases with the atmosphere, and 3) the delivery of freshwater to the Arctic Ocean (McGuire et al. 2006). To predict the role of high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems in the response of the Earth system to global change requires the integration of climate dynamics, ecosystem dynamics, and large-scale hydrology in high-latitude regions. The Western Arctic Linkage Experiment (WALE) Project was designed to assess the ability of models to simulate water/energy and CO₂ exchange with the atmosphere, and freshwater delivery to the ocean for the Alaskan region in the 1980s and 1990s. The primary goal of WALE was to better understand uncertainties of simulated hydrologic and ecosystem dynamics of the western Arctic in the context of 1) uncertainties in the data available to drive the models and 2) different approaches to simulating regional hydrology and ecosystem dynamics. Our strategy to achieve this goal was to evaluate uncertainties in regional hydrology and carbon estimates in Alaska and the adjacent Yukon Territory associated with alternative driving datasets and alternative simulation models. Therefore, the objectives of WALE were to evaluate uncertainties among alternative driving datasets for the region, evaluate uncertainties among applications of different models using common driving data, and evaluate uncertainties in hydrologic and ecosystem models driven with different datasets. In this paper, we provide an overview of WALE and a synthesis of results from the papers in the WALE special theme of *Earth Interactions*. 
High-latitude terrestrial ecosystems cover approximately one-quarter of the Earth’s terrestrial surface (excluding Antarctica). Modeling the role of this region in the Earth system is a complex undertaking. The representation of the interactions among climate dynamics, large-scale hydrology, and terrestrial ecosystem dynamics must consider how these interactions and dynamics vary across a broad and heterogeneous region. How do we integrate these dynamics to represent the role of high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems in the functioning of the Earth system?

It is important to carefully evaluate issues involved in coupling models that simulate climatic, hydrologic, and ecosystem dynamics of high latitudes. First, because appropriate data have not been readily available, no model has been adequately evaluated in a historical context for this broad region for a significant length of time. Therefore, models should be evaluated in retrospective analyses before coupling the models together. This is important for evaluating the long-term behavior of the models and for gaining confidence in applying the models to make future projections. Second, models should first be evaluated over a terrestrial high-latitude subregion that has substantial information on climate, hydrologic, and ecosystem dynamics.

For this study, we chose the western Arctic as the spatial domain (Figure 1) and 1981–2001 as the temporal extent of our analysis because of the substantial historical information on climatic, hydrologic, and ecosystem dynamics for the region during the last two decades of the twentieth century. The boundaries of the western Arctic in this study completely encompass the drainage basin of the Yukon River, and the region includes most of Alaska and adjacent areas in northwestern Canada. The region includes two long-term ecological research (LTER) sites: one that is focused on tundra ecosystems (Toolik Lake LTER; Hobbie et al. 1994) and another that is focused on boreal forest ecosystems (Bonanza Creek LTER; Chapin et al. 2006). The Kuparuk Flux Study (Kane and Reeburgh 1998) and the Arctic Transitions in the Land Atmosphere System Study (ATLAS; McGuire et al. 2003) have also been conducted in the western Arctic during the last two decades to understand the role of tundra ecosystems in the Earth system.

The WALE region is defined in terms of nodes of the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) north polar Equal-Area Scalable Earth (EASE) grid (Armstrong and Brodzik 1995). The region spans a latitudinal range from approximately 55° to 70°N and a longitudinal range from approximately 120° to 165°W, while land areas within the region comprise 3511 grid cells with nominal 25 km × 25 km resolution and a total representative area of approximately 2.2 million km² (Figure 1). Applications of models in this study considered six land-cover types over the WALE region (Figure 2): tundra, black spruce forest, white spruce forest, boreal broadleaf deciduous forest, temperate coastal conifer forest, and nonvegetation (rock and ice).

Below we summarize the results of the studies in this special theme that 1) evaluate uncertainties in driving datasets, 2) evaluate uncertainties in simulating regional hydrologic dynamics, and 3) evaluate uncertainties in simulating regional ecosystem dynamics. Based on these studies, we conclude this paper with recommendations for coupling models of climatic, hydrologic, and ecosystem dynamics.
3. Uncertainties among alternative driving datasets

The three types of climate datasets that we considered for use in this study were datasets based on global-scale reanalyses, global climate datasets based on “interpolation” of surface observations, and a prognostic climate dataset based on a regional simulation of a mesoscale climate model. We organized three global reanalysis datasets at 25 km × 25 km resolution for the WALE region: 1) the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis project (Kalnay et al. 1996), which we refer to as NCEP1; 2) a similar dataset for which temperature has been modified by elevation and precipitation has been modified with a statistical rescaling approach (Serreze et al. 2003), which we refer to as NCEP2 (not to be confused with NCEP II sensu; Kistler et al. 2001); and the 40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-A nalysis (Uppala et al. 2005), which we refer to as ERA-40. We established the NCEP1 dataset as the standard for comparing the applications of different models over the WALE region. We organized two datasets based on
Figure 2. The fractional cover of the six different land-cover classes considered in WALE: (a) tundra, (b) black spruce forest, (c) white spruce forest, (d) boreal broadleaf deciduous forest, (e) temperate coastal conifer forest, and (f) nonvegetation (rock and ice).
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surface observations for the WALE region: 1) the Climate Research Unit/University of East Anglia temperature dataset version 2 (CRUTEM2v; Jones et al. 2001; Mitchell and Jones 2005), which we refer to as the CRU dataset; and 2) the Willmott and Matsuura dataset (Willmott and Matsuura 1995), which we refer to as the WM dataset. The prognostic climate dataset was based on the application of the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University–NCAR Mesoscale Model to the WALE region during the 1990s (see Wu et al. 2007); we refer to this dataset as the MM5 dataset. The climate at the boundary outside the WALE region (plus a buffer area) was prescribed in the MM5 simulations by the NCEP1 climate.

Six studies in WALE evaluated various aspects of uncertainty among climate datasets that were available to drive hydrologic and climate models over the region (Drobot et al. 2006; Rawlins et al. 2006; Clein et al. 2007; Herzfeld et al. 2007; Rupp et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2007). Drobot et al. (Drobot et al. 2006) compared the temporal and spatial variability among the temperature and precipitation variables in the NCEP1, ERA-40, CRU, WM, and MM5 datasets from 1992 to 2000 for the southern portion of the WALE region. Analysis of the climatological means of seasonal variability revealed that the largest number of differences in temperature (precipitation) occur in October (July). In contrast, interannual variability of both temperature and precipitation anomalies was correlated among the datasets. Spatial analyses revealed that June temperature (June precipitation) differs most strongly among datasets in the center (the eastern part) of the WALE region. Analyses by Rawlins et al. (Rawlins et al. 2006) revealed that NCEP2 temperature is warmer than NCEP1 but colder than WM, and that NCEP2 precipitation is lower than NCEP1 but greater than WM. Rawlins et al. (Rawlins et al. 2006) also reported that vapor pressure estimates based on NCEP1 are substantially higher than observed vapor pressure.

Several studies examined temporal trends among the alternative climate datasets. Clein et al. (Clein et al. 2007) examined annual trends in the NCEP1, CRU, and MM5 datasets, and reported that over the WALE region between 1980 and 2000 only NCEP1 has a significant trend in mean annual temperature (a decrease of 0.1°C yr⁻¹) and that only CRU has a significant change in annual precipitation (a decrease of 3 mm yr⁻¹). Over the period 1990–2000, Clein et al. (Clein et al. 2007) reported that both NCEP1 and CRU have significant changes in annual precipitation (a decrease of 9 mm yr⁻¹) over the WALE region. Among NCEP1, CRU, and MM5, Clein et al. (Clein et al. 2007) found no significant changes in mean annual downwelling shortwave radiation over the two decades. Two studies in WALE documented seasonal trends in climatic variables among the datasets. Kimball et al. (Kimball et al. 2007) reported that mean summer temperature (June–August) of NCEP1 increased 1.8°C between 1982 and 2000. Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2007) examined trends in monthly climate variables between 1992 and 2001 among NCEP1, ERA-40, WM, and MM5. These datasets agree on increases in February temperature (~0.3°C decade⁻¹) and September temperature (~0.4°C decade⁻¹), and on decreases in May temperature (~0.2°C decade⁻¹). Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2007) reported that trends in monthly precipitation over the WALE region between 1992 and 2001 differed substantially among alternative datasets. For example, the WM dataset has negative trends throughout the year, but MM5 has a large positive trend in July (2 mm day⁻¹ decade⁻¹) and a large negative trend in November (2 mm day⁻¹ decade⁻¹) with no trend in annual precipitation.
conclusion from the studies that examined temporal trends among the different climate datasets is that there is not much consensus on trends.

The studies of Wu et al. (Wu et al. 2007) and Herzfeld et al. (Herzfeld et al. 2007) were focused on a more comprehensive analysis of the temporal and spatial patterns of climate estimated in the MM5 simulation over the WALE region. Clein et al. (Clein et al. 2007) and Rupp et al. (Rupp et al. 2007) also evaluated how MM5 compared with the other climate datasets used in their studies. Surface air temperature of the MM5 simulation is generally colder in summer and generally warmer in winter than in the other climate datasets (Wu et al. 2007), with the mean state in the 1990s generally colder by 2°–3°C in comparison with other datasets (Clein et al. 2007). The mean annual precipitation of the MM5 simulation was similar to that of NCEP1, but approximately 300 mm more than CRU (Clein et al. 2007). However, in comparison with NCEP1 and CRU, MM5 has the highest estimates of precipitation in the winter and similar estimates to CRU in the summer. Mean annual downwelling shortwave radiation estimated by MM5 is similar to that estimated based on the CRU dataset, but is about 80 W m⁻² lower than downwelling shortwave radiation estimated by the NCEP1 dataset (Clein et al. 2007). In analyzing spatiotemporal variability of the MM5 temperature and precipitation fields, Herzfeld et al. (Herzfeld et al. 2007) found more similarity between different temperature datasets and MM5 simulation results than between different precipitation datasets and MM5 simulation results. The analysis also revealed that modeling of summer precipitation fields, and to a lesser extent, summer temperature fields, appears more problematic than winter fields. Rupp et al. (Rupp et al. 2007) also documented spatial variability in the context of predicting fire activity and documented that in comparison with CRU, 20%-40%, depending on the year, of the WALE region was substantially wetter (>100 mm) in MM5, while over 90% of the WALE region was substantially colder (<−2°C). In the same analysis the NCEP1 summer precipitation was substantially wetter and summer temperature was substantially colder than the CRU dataset in 40%-60% of the region, depending on the year.

4. Uncertainties in simulating regional hydrology

Rawlins et al. (Rawlins et al. 2006) evaluated hydrologic uncertainties over the WALE region by examining uncertainties associated with different climate-driving datasets and by estimating evapotranspiration in different ways. Among the three climate datasets (NCEP1, NCEP2, and WM) used to drive the Pan-Arctic Water Balance Model (PWBM; Rawlins et al. 2003), regional evapotranspiration was not very sensitive to alternative temperature and precipitation variables (<10 mm annually), but runoff was sensitive to these alternative climate variables (>100 mm annually) and appeared to be more related to precipitation variability among the datasets than to temperature variability. In contrast, both evapotranspiration and runoff calculated by the Penman-Monteith (PM) method (Monteith 1965) were similarly sensitive to alternative variables for vapor pressure (between 20- and 30-mm difference annually). The study of Rawlins et al. (Rawlins et al. 2006) also documented large differences between evapotranspiration methods used by PWBM, with evapotranspiration estimated by the PM method lower by 140-160 mm annually than that estimated by the Hamon (Hamon 1963) method. The best
result in simulating observed runoff for the Yukon River basin by PWBM, which was a mean absolute difference of 7%, was achieved using the PM method in PWBM driven with either the NCEP2 or WM climate (temperature and precipitation) data. The use of NCEP1 data resulted in basinwide runoff estimates that were approximately twice the observed estimates of runoff. Thus, the accurate simulation of regional water balance is limited by biases in the forcing data.

5. Uncertainties in simulating regional ecosystem dynamics

Several studies in WALE examined uncertainties in simulating carbon dynamics of the region (Kimball et al. 2006; Kimball et al. 2007; Clein et al. 2007). One study used the Production Efficiency Model (PEM) to examine the sensitivity of simulated carbon dynamics to the timing of thaw over the WALE region from 1982 to 2000 (Kimball et al. 2006). In this study the PEM simulated gross primary production (GPP) and net primary production (NPP) of the WALE region based on satellite-derived estimates of the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation and NCEP1-derived estimates of air temperature, downwelling shortwave radiation, and vapor pressure deficit. Annual anomalies of GPP and NPP simulated by PEM over the WALE region were well correlated with the timing of the springtime thaw as estimated by the Special Sensor Microwave Imager. Kimball et al. (Kimball et al. 2007) extended the study of Kimball et al. (Kimball et al. 2006) to examine how two prognostic terrestrial carbon cycle models compared with the results of PEM. The two prognostic models used in this study were the (Biogeochemical Cycles) Model BIOME-BGC and the Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM). The applications of the prognostic models driven by the NCEP1 climate were generally consistent with the application of PEM in simulating a small, but widespread, positive trend in annual GPP and NPP across the WALE region between 1982 and 2000. Both of the prognostic models indicate that an increase in soil decomposition and plant-available nitrogen with regional summer warming was partially responsible for the trends in increased plant production. The prognostic models also simulated similar increases in the ratio of vegetation carbon to soil carbon storage over the two decades because of enhanced decomposition of labile organic matter in response to the temperature increase.

Clein et al. (Clein et al. 2007) conducted a study with one of the prognostic carbon cycle models, TEM, to evaluate whether the results of Kimball et al. (Kimball et al. 2007) depended on the climate dataset used to drive the model. The TEM was driven by three different climate datasets in this study: NCEP1, CRU, and MM5. Over the time period from 1980 to 2000, the interannual variability and trends of NPP were similar between simulations driven by NCEP1 and CRU. However, the study found that annual NPP and decomposition fluxes varied by as much as a factor of 2.5 among simulations driven by the different climate datasets. There was also much spatial variability in the temporal trends of NPP and decomposition across the region in simulations driven by different climates, and the spatial pattern of trends was quite different among the simulations. The study revealed that the overall response of source/sink activity in simulations across the
W A L E region depended substantially on the temporal trends in the climate dataset used to drive the model. For two of the three climates (NCEP1 and CRU, but not MM5), the study by Clein et al. (Clein et al. 2007) supported the conclusion of Kimball et al. (Kimball et al. 2007) that the terrestrial carbon cycle is accelerating in the W A L E region with a more rapid turnover of carbon.

Fire is an important factor in the boreal forest of the W A L E region, as it influences both vegetation and carbon dynamics. Rupp et al. (Rupp et al. 2007) used the Alaska Frame Based Ecosystem Code (ALFRESCO; Rupp et al. 2000) to evaluate how the simulation of fire by an ecosystem model is influenced by different climate datasets. Similar to Clein et al. (Clein et al. 2007), the study drove ALFRESCO with the NCEP1, CRU, and MM5 datasets. Among the three simulations, only the application of ALFRESCO driven by the CRU climate was able to generate a regional fire regime for the W A L E region in the late twentieth century. Simulations driven by NCEP1 and MM5 produced almost no annual area burned because of substantially colder and wetter growing seasons than indicated by the CRU climate data.

6. Summary

Analyses of datasets on climate available for driving hydrologic and ecosystem models within the western Arctic during the late twentieth century indicate that there are substantial differences among the mean states of datasets for temperature, precipitation, vapor pressure, and radiation variables. While the application of the regional climate model MM5 to the W A L E region may represent an improvement over datasets derived from global reanalyses in terms of simulating spatial variability and temporal variability in climate for the region, there were substantial biases in the mean states of some variables in the MM5 simulation. Also, among the studies that examined temporal trends among the alternative climate datasets, there is not much consensus on trends among the datasets. In contrast, the temporal anomalies of variables over the two decades were similar for some variables among the climate datasets.

The applications of hydrology and ecosystem models to the W A L E region were sensitive to differences among the climate-driving datasets. The applications of PWBM driven by alternative climate drivers revealed that the simulation of regional hydrology was sensitive to precipitation and water vapor differences among the driving datasets and that accurate simulation of regional water balance is limited by biases in the forcing data. Satellite-based analyses for the region indicate that vegetation productivity of the region increased during the last two decades of the twentieth century because of earlier spring thaw, and the temporal variability of vegetation productivity simulated by the models from 1980 to 2000 was generally consistent with estimates based on the satellite record for applications driven with alternative climate datasets. However, the magnitude of the fluxes differed by as much as a factor of 2.5 among driving datasets, and spatial patterns of temporal trends in carbon dynamics were quite different among simulations. Finally, the study by Rupp et al. (Rupp et al. 2007) identified that the simulation of fire by ecosystem models is particularly sensitive to alternative climate datasets, with little or no fire simulated for some datasets.

In summary, the results of W A L E identify the importance of conducting retro-
spective analyses prior to coupling hydrology and ecosystem models with climate system models. While there are conceptual uncertainties among the applications of different hydrology and ecosystem models (Rawlins et al. 2006; Kimball et al. 2007), uncertainties in the applications of hydrology and ecosystem models driven with different climate datasets were substantial (Rawlins et al. 2006; Clein et al. 2007; Rupp et al. 2007). This result highlights the need for improved accuracy and consistency in high-latitude climate reanalysis and other gridded meteorological data at spatial resolutions sufficient to resolve the effects of regional topography and mesoscale air masses on temperature, precipitation, atmospheric humidity, and solar radiation. The uncertainties associated with different climate datasets have implications for coupling models of terrestrial dynamics with prognostic climate models. Because the temporal anomalies of different climate datasets are often highly correlated (Drobot et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2007; Clein et al. 2007), we recommend a coupling strategy in which future changes from climate model simulations are superimposed on the present mean climate of the most reliable datasets of historical climate (Rupp et al. 2007; Clein et al. 2007). This approach has the potential to better represent the sensitivity of dynamics simulated by ecosystem models to different scenarios of future climatic change.
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